
The Wangen PC Pump Cardan Joint 

 
The joints between the gear box drive, the drive shaft and the pump rotor are key components of a progressive 

cavity pump.  These joints must receive and transfer all of the forces applied between the pump drive and the resistive 

pressures of the pumping system.  The connecting system must withstand these forces in order for the pump to 

function efficiently and provide the longest life cycle possible. 

 

The Wangen Pump Cardan Joint, provided as standard equipment on Wangen pumps have been designed for 

longer life, more efficient transfer of force and an overall improved pumping system than the design offered by other 

PC pump manufacturers. 

 

The Wangen Pump Cardan Joint is designed after the manner of the universal joints used in the automotive 

and heavy equipment industry.  These robust, industrial style Cardan joints are typically used in heavy duty 

construction equipment, agricultural machines such as Tractors, Columbines, Hearvesters, as well as throughout the 

automotive industry.   

 

Wangen provides these Cardan joints as the driving connections and they are standard equipment on almost all 

of their pumps.  These joints have clear advantages when compared to the standard ball, socket and pin joint offered 

on competitive pumps. 

 

Here are some of the advantages of the Wangen Cardan Joint: 

 

 

 

a.  The Cardan joint has sealed needle bearings protected by a lifetime lipseal.  

The seal is resistant to dirt and locks in lubrication.  There is also very little 

friction loss as there is no static friction. 

 

b. Using needle bearings in the Cardan joint provides for higher torque 

in as much as the load is evenly distributed to the joint components.  

The competitive Pin joint loads are applied punctually, to a single 

point on the joint which produces corresponding high wear loads.   

 

 

c. The Wangen Cardan joint is not affected by sleeve damage.  In the case of a Pin Joint, should any 

damage occur to the sleeve, the lubrication is lost into the pumped medium.  In this event, 

lubrication is lost resulting in joint failure.  With Wangen’s sealed bearings this will not happen. 

 

 

d. Wangen’s competitors’ standard joint is this Ball and 

Socket type “universal” joint, called a Pin joint. A Pin joint is 

much less stable and not nearly as robust as a Cardan joint.  

Additionally, with a Pin joint, a press or other specialized 

equipment is required to remove and replace the wear bushings.  The Wangen Cardan joint 

service is Quick and easy.  Just loosen two screws by the flanges and change out is completed 

quickly. 

 

e. The sleeve materials used with the Wangen Cardan joints are multi-

layered hose materials with high strength elastomer fabric 

reinforcement.  These materials are much more robust than those 

provided by our competitors. 

 


